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Abstract

In this paper we study the problem of prescribing a fourth order conformal invariant (the

Paneitz curvature) on the η-spheres, with η > 5. Using tools from the theory of critical points

at infinity, we provide some topological conditions on the level sets of a given function defined

on the sphere, under which we prove the existence of conformal metric with prescribed Paneitz

curvature.
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1 Introduction and the Main Results

Given (M4,^) a smooth 4-dimensional Riemannian manifold, let Sg be the scalar curvature of

g and Ricg be the Ricci curvature of g. In 1983, Paneitz [24] discovered the following fourth

order operator

This operator is conformally invariant in the sense that if g = e2ug is a conformal metric to g,

then

Ρ*φ = e-^Ρ^φ) for all φ € <7

and it can be seen as a natural extension of the conformal Laplacian on 2-manifolds. A general-

ization of Pg to higher dimensions has been discovered by Branson [9]. Let (M,g) be a smooth

compact Riemannian η-manifold , η > 5. The Paneitz operator P™ of [9] is defined by

<ΤΊ — — /]

Δξυ, - divg(anSgg + bnRicg}du -\
£t

where
_ (n - 2)2 + 4 _ -4

°"n- ~ TTi TT7 oT' "n — n-2

n3 - 4n2 + 16n - 16 g2 2
~

* ~ 2(71-1) 8(n-l)2(n-2)2

If g = «4/(n~4)^ is a conformal metric to <?, one has that for all φ e C°°(M)

and

^(t,) = u^iQ^(«+4)/(-4) (1.1)

For more details about the properties of the Paneitz operator, see for example [8], [9], [10], [12],

[13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21].

In view of relation (1.1), it is natural to consider the problem of prescribing the conformal

invariant Qn called the Paneitz curvature, that is : given a function / : Μ — >· Μ, does there exist

a metric g conformally equivalent to g such that Q| = / ? By equation (1.1), the problem can

be formulated as follows. We look for solutions of

4), u>0 in Μ (1.2)
ii

In this paper we consider the case of standard sphere (Sn,g), n > 5. Thus, we are reduced to

finding a positive solution u of the problem

Pu = Au - CnAu + dnii = Ku , u>Q in 5" (1.3)



where Cn = ^(n2 — 2n — 4) and dn — 2^n(n2 — 4) and where Κ is a given function denned on

Sn.

Due to the invariance of equation (1.3) under the group of conformal transformations of (Sn, #),

Kazdan- Warner type obstructions occur (see [17] and [26]). Thus a natural question arises :

under which conditions on K, (1.3) has a solution. In this paper, we propose to give sufficient

conditions on Κ such that (1.3) possesses a solution. Our method follows closely the ideas

developed in Aubin-Bahri [1] and Bahri [3] where the problem of prescribing the scalar curvature

on closed manifold was studied using some topological and dynamical tools of the theory of

critical points at infinity, see Bahri [2].

In order to state our main results, we need to introduce assumptions that we are using and

some notation. In the sequel, we assume that Κ is Ά C3- positive function on 5" and has only

nondegenerate critical points yo,...,ys

(Ai) We assume that

K(yQ) > K(yi] > ... > K(yi) > K(yl+l) > ... > K(ys]

with

-&K(yi) > 0, for 0 < i < I, -&K(yi) < 0, for I + 1 < i < s.

(Aa) If there exists i € {1, ..., /} such that — /^K(yi) < 0, we assume that

η — m + 3 < index(.K", yt) < η — 2,

where index(jK", yt) is the Morse index of Κ at yz and m is an integer defined in assumption

(As) Let Ζ be Ά pseudogradient of K, of Morse-Smale type (that is, the intersections of the

stable and the unstable manifolds of the critical points of Κ are transverse).

Set

where Ws(y%} is the stable manifold of yt for Z.

We assume that X is not contractible and denote by m the dimension of the first nontrivial

reduced homology group.

(A,j) Assume that there exists c a positive constant such that c < K(yi) and such that X is

contractible in K5 = {x 6 Sn / K ( x ) > c}.

Now, we are able to state our main results.

Theorem 1.1 Assume that η > 5. Thus, under assumptions (Αι), (As), (A^), there exists a

constant CQ independent of Κ such that if K(yo)/c < 1 +CQ, then (1-3) has a solution.

Corollary 1.2 The solution obtained in Theorem 1.1 has an augmented Morse

index > m.



Theorem 1.3 Assume that η > 6. Thus, under assumptions (A^), (As), (A^), there exists a

constant CQ independent of Κ such that if K(yo)/c < 1 + CQ, then (1.3) has a solution.

The present paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we set up the variational structure

and recall some known facts. In section 3, we prove a Morse lemma at infinity for the Euler

functional associated to (1.3). In section 4, we provide the proof of Theorem 1.1 and Corollary

1.2, while section 5 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.3.

2 Variational Structure and Some Known Facts

In this section we recall the functional setting and the variational problem and its main features.

For Κ = 1, the solutions of (1.3) are the family ί(α,λ) defined by

r , , „ 1 λ^ζ"

ι (ι _
n-4 5

where α € Sn, λ > 0 and βη is a positive constant. After performing a stereographic projection

7Γ through the point —ο as pole, the function δ(αίχ) is transformed into

n-4

^(Ο,λ) = βη— — j^ET'

which is a solution of the problem (see [22])

Δ2« = ω^,η>0 on Rn.

The space H2(Sn) is equipped with the norm :

|| u \\2=<u,u>r= I Pu.u= I \A.u\2+Cn | Vu |2 +dn I u2.
Jsn Jsn Jsn Jsn

We denote by Σ the unit sphere of H%(Sn) and we set Σ+ = {u e Σ/ι* > 0}.

We introduce the following functional defined on Σ by

" ~ ($SnK\U\^}^ ~ (fSnK\U\&)^'

The positive critical points of J, up to multiplicative constant, are solutions of (1.3). The

Palais-Smale condition fails for J on Σ+. This failure can be described as follows (see [11], [23],

[25] ).

Proposition 2.1 Assume that J has no critical point in Σ+ and let (uk) be a sequence in Σ+

such that J(iifc) is bounded and VJ(iifc) goes to 0. Then, there exist an integer ρ and a sequence

6k such that Uk € V(p, £&), where V(p, ε) is defined by

V(p,e) = {u €Σ/3αι,...,αρ 6 5η,3λι, ...,λρ > > Ο with

OL.

a.

8/(η-4)
Κ(ατ)

]Κ(α,)
-Ι < < eVz φ j}.



Here
l

The following result defines a parametrization of the set V(p, ε) .

Proposition 2.2 [3], [4] For any ρ 6 Ν*, there exists ερ > 0 such that, if 0 < ε < ερ and

u € V(p, ε), ί/ien f/ie following minimization problem

ρ _

mm{|| u - Σα^(α.Α) I I » «t > Ο, λζ > Ο, αζ

α unique solution (α,ο,λ) = (αι,...,αρ,αι, ...,αρ,λι, ...,λρ) («ρ ίο permutation). In partic-

ular, we can write u Ε V(p, ε) as follows

where ν € if|(5n) swc/ι that for any i — 1, ...,p

b) : < ν, φ >τ= 0 /or φ = ?(β>Α), Θδ(αιΜ/ΘΧι, Θδ{α^/θ(α%), V j - 1, ...,η. (2.1)

Next, we recall from [7] a useful expansion of the functional associated to (1.3) and its gradient

near a critical point at infinity.

Proposition 2.3 [7] Assume that η > 5. Thus, for ε small enough and u = X)f=1 «A + ν 6

, ε), we have the following expansion

ί,Λ (ΣΓ=1 α?)^» Γ η - 4 JU oft
νω; — - "5̂ ~ ~ — « — 2 / ^ - ΐϋ

(Σ?=ι «Γ4^(αζ))^- L η ι̂ Σ*=1 α;-4Χ(α,)5η

Cl α,α,εζ, - 2 - - - f ( v )

and c% are positive constants, Sn = fRn ^ ™{^"~

(Here and in the sequel Si denotes δ(α,,λΛ·



Let us introduce the following set

Ε = {υ/υ satisfies (Vb) and \\v\\ < ε},

where (Vb) is defined in (2.1).

Proposition 2.4 [7] Assume that η > 5. Thus, for any u = X^i0»^» ^ V(P->£] given, there

exists a unique ν = v(a, α, λ) which minimizes J(u + v) with respect to ν G E. Moreover, we

have the following estimate

ι=1 ' "' i^j

ι . η-4'

Proposition 2.5 [7] Assume that η > 5. Thus, for ε > 0 small enough and u =

ν(1,ε), we have the following expansions

8(n-4) 2±<
= v

 M

 ;c 2a- 4

Τ 7 τ / Λ ο τ/ ,3»< VJ(u), ̂ ^ >P = -2c3 J(u) »-

3 Morse Lemma at infinity

In this section, we consider the case where we only have one mass and we perform a Morse lemma

at infinity for J, which completely gets rid of the ^-contribution and shows that the functional

behaves, at infinity, as J(a5,~ j\)+ \ V |2, where V is a variable completely independent of α

and λ. Namely, we prove the following result.

Proposition 3.1 Assume that η > 5. Thus, for ε > 0 small enough, there is a diffeomorphism

such that

Moreover, (i) can be improved when the concentration point is near a critical point y of Κ

with —AK(y} > 0, leading to the following normal form : there is another change of variable

(α, λ) — > (δ, λ) such that

Ν r , ^^ ,
)) = Φ(δ, λ) := -^^-n l - c

where c is a constant which depends only on η and η is a small positive constant.



The proof of Proposition 3.1 can be easily deduced from the following lemma, arguing as in [3]

and [6].

Lemma 3.2 For η > 5, there exists a pseudogradient W so that the following holds. There is

a constant c > 0 independent ofu = αδ(α>χ\ 6 ν(1,ε) such that

3) W is bounded

4) the only region where λ increases along the flow lines of W is the region where a is near a

critical point y of Κ with —AK(y) > 0.

Proof. Let μ > 0 such that for any critical point y οΐΚ, if d(x, y) < 2μ then | ΔΚ(χ) |> c > 0.

Three cases may occur.

Case 1 d(a,y) > μ for any critical point y. In this case we have | VK(a) |> c > 0. Set

_ 1 θδ VK(a)
λ~ \3a\V K(a}\'

Prom Proposition 2.5, we have

<-VJ(u),Z

Case 2 c?(o, y) < 2μ, where y is a critical point of Κ with — Δ.Κ" (y) < 0. Set

Z2 = ~X^ + mlV(X | VK(a] |)Zi,

where τη ι is a small constant and y? is a C°° function which satisfies φ(ί) = 1 if t > 2 and

<p(t) = 0 i f i < 1.

Using Proposition 2.5, we derive that

Case 3 d(a, y) < 2μ, where y is a critical point of Κ with — AK(y) > 0. Set

We obtain the same equality as in case 2.

Hence W will be built as a convex combination of 2Ί, Z% and ^3. Thus the proof of claim 1)

is completed. Claims 3) and 4) can be easily derived from the definition of W. Regarding the

estimate 2), it can be obtained, arguing as in [3] and [6], using Claim 1). Π

Next, we derive from the above results the characterization of the critical points at infinity in

V(l,?j). We recall that the critical points at infinity are the orbits of the flow that remain in

V(p, e(s)), where e(s) is a given function such that e(s) tends to zero when s tends to +00

(see [2]).



Proposition 3.3 Let η > 5 and assume that J has no critical points in Σ+. Then, the only

critical points at infinity of J in V(l,e) correspond to <5(j/,oo)> where y is a critical point of Κ

with -&K(y) > 0.

Proof. From Lemma 3.2, we know that the only region where λ increases along the pseudo-

gradient W, defined in Lemma 3.2, is the region where a is near a critical point y of Κ with

— AK(y) > 0. Proposition 3.1 yields a split of variables α and λ, thus it is easy to see that if

α = y, only λ can move. To decrease the functional J, we have to increase λ, thus we obtain a

critical point at infinity only in this case and our result follows. D

4 Proof of Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2

Proof of Theorem 1.1 Our proof follows the algebraic topological arguments introduced

in [1]. Arguing by contradiction, we suppose that J has no critical points in V^(E+), where

= {u

and where η is a small positive constant. According to Lemma 5.1 in [7], we know that

Τ^Σ"1") is invariant under the flow generated by — VJ. It follows from Proposition 3.3, that

under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1, the critical points at infinity of J under the level

GI = (Sn)
li(K(yi)}'^r + ε , for ε small enough, are in one to one correspondence with the

critical points of Κ yo> J/i> ···> Ui· The unstable manifold at infinity of such critical points at in-

finity, Wu(yo)oo, ···) Wu(yi}oo can be described, using Proposition 3.1, as the product of Ws(yo),

..., Ws(yi) (for a pseudogradient of Κ ) by [A, +oo[ domain of the variable λ, for some positive

number A large enough.

Since J has no critical points in νη(Σ,+), it follows that JC1 — {u € νη(Σ+ )/J(u) < c\] retracts

by deformation on Χ,χ, = Uo<J<iWlt(y;,)00 (see Sections 7 and 8 of [5]) which can be parametrized

as we said before by Χ χ [A, +oo[.
4 4 _ n

Now we claim that .XOo is contractible in JC2+e, where c% — (5n)«c~^~. Indeed, from (At),

it follows that there exists a contraction h : [0, 1] x X —> Kc, h continuous such that for any

α e X h(Q, a) = a and h(l, a) — OQ a point of X. Such a contraction gives rise to the following

contraction h : XOQ — > ν^(Σ+) defined by

[0, 1] x X x [A, + oo [ 9 (ί, α, λ) ,— »· ί(Α(ί>β)Λ) + ν € Κ,

For t = Ο, <5>(Λ(ο,α),λ) +ν = ^(α,λ) + ν £ XQQ. h is continuous and /ι(1,α, λ) = <5>(αθ)Α) + ϋ, hence

our claim follows.

Now, using Proposition 2.3, we deduce that

,a)))^· (ι



where K(h(t, αϊ)) > c by construction.

Therefore such a contraction is performed under c-i +e, for A large enough, so X^ is contractible

in JC2+£.

In addition, choosing CQ small enough, we see that there is no critical point at infinity for J

between the levels ο% + ε and Ci, thus JC2+e retracts by deformation on JC1, which retracts by

deformation on -X"oo, therefore XOQ is contractible leading to the contractibility of X, which is

in contradiction with our assumption. Hence J has a critical point in Τ^(Σ+). Arguing as in

the proof of Theorem 1.1 of [7], we prove that such a critical point is positive and therefore our

theorem follows. D

Now, we give the proof of Corollary 1.2.

Proof of Corollary 1.2 Arguing by contradiction, we may assume that the Morse index of

the solution provided by Theorem 1.1 is < m — I.

Perturbing, if necessary J, we may assume that all the critical points of J are nondegenerate

and have their Morse index < m — 1. Such critical points do not change the homological group

in dimension m of level sets of J.

Since XQQ defines a homological class in dimension m which is nontrivial in JCl, but trivial in

Jc2+e, our result follows. Π

5 Proof of Theorem 1.3

Our proof follows [1]. Arguing by contradiction, we suppose that J has no critical points. We

denote by zi, ...,zr the critical points of Κ among

y,(l < » < / ) , where - ΔϋΓ(«,) < 0 (1 < j < r)

After perturbation of Κ in the neighborhood of z\,..., zr, we can assume that the new function

Κ has the same critical points with the same Morse index and with — AK(ZJ) > 0 for 1 < j < r.

Notice that the new X defined in assumption ( .̂3) is also not contractible. Under the level

24/™5'n (K(yQ))^~n^n, the associated functional J is close to the functional J in the sense of

Cl. Under the level GI + ε, J can have critical points (ci is defined in the proof of Theorem 1.1).

Next, we will use the following Proposition whose proof is given later.

Proposition 5.1 We can choose Κ close to Κ such that if J has critical points under the level

C2 + e, then their Morse index are less than m — 2, where m is defined in assumption (A$).

Now we come back to the proof of our Theorem.

According to Proposition 5.1, if Κ is well chosen, the Morse index of critical points of J under

the level c% + ε is less than m — 2. Such critical points do not change the homological group in

dimension m which is non trivial in JC1, but trivial in JC2+e, we then derive a contradiction and

our result follows.

Next we are going to prove Proposition 5.1. For this purpose, we need the following lemmas.



Lemma 5.2 Assume that η > 5 and let Ρ be the P-orthogonal projection onto

= Vect (δ(ζ λ),λ~1(δδ(Ζιχ·))/(θζ),Χ(δδ(Ζίχ))/(ΘΧ) J . Then, we have the following estimates

( ι \

λ) ;

α ρ r)2P

Proof. The proof of claim (i) is easy, so we will omit it. Now we are going to prove claim (ii).

Let φ e {δ(ζ.\),λ~1(9δ^ζ>)ί))/(θζ),λ(θδ^χ·))/(θλ)}. We then have Ρφ = φ, therefore

dP . &ψ τ,δψ
dz dz dz'

thus ||^j(9?)|| = O(X).

Now, for ν 6 E, we have Pv = 0, thus

dP dv

where y?i = .λ), ψι = \

But, we have

l̂l̂ ll2 =< |̂ ,̂  >= -

Thus claim (ii) follows.

In the same way, claim (Hi) follows and hence the proof of our lemma is completed. D

Lemma 5.3 Let ZQ be a point of Sn close to a critical point of Κ and let ϋ = V(ZQ, α, λ) € Ε

defined in Proposition 2.4· Then, we have the following estimates

(Ο ιι«ιι = οφ, («) ιι^ιι = °(1)
Proof. We notice that Claim (i) follows from Proposition 2.4. Then we only need to show

that Claim (n) is true. We know that ν satisfies

and ^ + ̂  = ̂
where A is the operator associated to the quadratic form Q defined on Ε (Q and / are defined

in Proposition 2.3).

Then we have

Since Q is a positive quadratic form on Ε (see [7]), we then derive that

,.dv dv.. -..df.. ..dA _dv.. .. ,.-S-.

10



Now we estimate each term on the right-hand side of the above estimate. First, it is easy to see

|||4|j = O(X). Therefore by Lemma 5.2, we obtain ||fj|||H| = 0(1). Secondly, we have

/*

J

Sinze ZQ is close to a critical point of K, we derive that

For the term ||.P(ff )||, we have, since ν € Ε

9*

(5.1)

In the same way, we have

az λ oz

Therefore ||P(||)|| = o(l). Now, using the following inequality

we easily derive our claim and our lemma follows. Π

We are now able to prove Proposition 5.1.

Proof of Proposition 5.1 We always suppose that J has no critical points. We notice that

under the level c% + ε and outside F(l,eo), we have |VJ| > c > 0. If Κ is close to Κ in the

sense of C71, then J is close to J in the sense of C1, and therefore |VJ| > c/2 in this region.

Thus, a critical point UQ of J under the level 03 + ε has to be in F(l,£o). Thus, we can write

u0 = δίζο,\) + w· Now, using Proposition 2.5, we derive that

thus ZQ has to be close to yt where i € {0, ..., s}. We also have

(5.2)

In the neighborhood of t/j with i € {k/ — AK(yk) > 0} U {I + 1, ...,s}, Κ = Κ and therefore

|Δ.Κ"| > c > 0 in this neighborhood. Thus (5.2) implies that ZQ has to be near zi with 1 < ϊ < r

(recall that 2,'s satisfy -AK(zl) < 0).
~ ~ ~ ~ * - n i l

In the sequel, we assume that <5 = 5(2,λ) satisfies \\6\\ = 1, and thus Ρ δ = ^η"4^"-7*· We also

assume that |Z?2Ji| < c(l + |J?2iT|), where c is a fixed positive constant.

Let UQ = ^(^ο,λ) +^ be a critical point of J. In order to compute the Morse index of J at UQ, we

need to compute -§^J(^(z,\) +v)\z=z0· We observe that

d ~

11



and

For ^ = £ο, we have J'(5(Z)A) + ΰ) = 0. We will estimate each term on the right hand-side of

(5.3). First, we have by Lemma 5.2

'"<*M>+^(g> = 0(1).

Secondly, we compute

= c- -- ^Ζ,Λ, . -,̂  52 -^ ^ ̂ ' a^ η-4 ν υ/ 7 ν 7 9ζ a«

According to Proposition 2.3, we have

C4/n Ι ΙττΙ I 1

Thus

Thus (5.3) becomes

Thus

|f J(̂  H- ») = ?(ζ.Λ) + < Μ > > » > - "(Α))» + "(Ι)·

Since

0 = J'(?+F) = J'(5) + J"( + 0(1),

we find

12



Now we notice that

/ / / _ 3 £ n + 4 -± Κ Λ-S- 95
~ν — = ~c - - ~ ^

dz n - 4 J \K(z)

Thus

d,7//^-d<5\ η + 4ο^Γ ί -Κ π?>, x7-s— 0* U Κ 7_— (J"(6)v—) - -c - -Sn I — - νΚ(ζ)δ»-*ΰ— + I — -- 1 }δ"
θζ^ dz' n-4 [J R(zY dz J \K(z]

, 12=-. ,9δ.2 ff Κ _
Η -- / I — -- 1 1 5 η-* v( — ) + / I — -- 1 U"-4

+

= 0(\\\v\\ + \\~\\) =o(l).

Finally we obtain

Now we recall that

Thus

, n-4

and

Ι Γ V ' Κ ( χ + ζ]δη~4 }
. η — 4 2η — 4 \J ν ' (°>λ) 1 η — 4

n n , ^_- η

Observe that

= (i)JK(x + ζΰ)δ^} = cK(z0)

VK(x + z0)? =

)

Thus, if ZQ is close to a critical point, we have

J(S(z,*))/z=z0 = -cD2K(z0)

Without loss of generality, we can assume that ZQ is close to z\ and we can also assume that

D2K = D2K(zi) + o(l) in B(zi,p) and D2K(zi) is diagonal, where ρ is a small fixed positive

constant. Using this diagonal form, we can obtain Κ if we increase the negative eigenvalues

13



of D2K(zi) in B(zi,p) so that —Δ.Κ(ζ\) > 0, and that Κ has only z\ as a critical point in

B(zi,p). In this construction, we will bring back the negative eigenvalues of D^K(zi) to their

initial values on dB(zi,p). The Morse index of Κ at z\ satisfies index(K, z\) > η — m + 3.

Since ρ is fixed, when λ goes to infinity, the Morse index of Κ at ZQ is equal to the number of

negative eigenvalues of — D2K(zo) which is the same as the number of negative eigenvalues of

— D 2 K ( z i ) . Thus, the contribution of the variable ζ in the Morse index is < m — 3. Taking in

account the contribution of the variable λ, we derive our result. D
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